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A Treatment of the Article of New Testament Greek.     
      
   
  
   
Since the turn of the century the conceptions of the New Toste— 
ment language have undersone a radical change. Until this tame” the | 
"Biblical" Greek was essentially an isolated language. ‘Two Jonteencal 
had been followed in the appraisal of the New Testament Greek’ “On 
the one hand, the Pyrist insisted on finding parallels for all*con- 
structions in classical Greek. This was an impossible task. On |, 
the other hand, we had the Hebraist who found Semitic influence 
where there was none. Two separate groups of evidence have enteral 
to break down these false conceptions. - These are the papyri andthe 
inscriptions of the age. 
Dr. J.H.Houklton was one of the first to apply this valuable 
evidence to the grammar of the New Testament. We quote from hin: 
"The new linguistic facts now in evidence show with startling alsa 
ness that we have at last before us the language in which the “apos- 
tles and evanselists wrote. The papyri exhibit in their aritens: a 
variety of literary education even wider then that observable inthe 
N. T., and we can match each sacred author with documents that in 
respect of Greek stend on about the same plane. The conolusion iim 
that 'Biblical' Greek, except where a is translation Greek, was 
simply the vernaculer of daily life." The part that both the 
inscriptions and the papyri play, he describes thus: "The papyri   of Upper Egypt tally in their grammar with the language seen arthe i 
N. T. as well as with inscriptions like those of Pergamum and Hag- 4
2. : 
nesia." "and of them all(the New Testament vriters) we may 
1. J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 4. 
2. Ibid. pe 6.
  
=. 
Spoken by ordinary people throughout the Roman empire. The heme 
  
assert with some confidence, -where translation is seaport we 
shall find hardly any Greek expression used which won sound sateanee 
ly to speakers of the harvey in Gentile lands." 
Thus, we see that it is a pure figment to imagine that cEmaneee 
of the New Testament differed in any: material respect! ten that 
wes the language of the merchant, the shipper, the soldier, the 
officers of the government, and the like. However, this does not 
leave room for the inference that there was no comparative correct- 
ness end dignity of speech. It would be folly to maintain this. 
Would it not be the height of folly to assert that there is no con—- 
parative correctness and dignity of language of the popular speech, 
both written and spoken, of our day? 
Therefore, even in the "minutiae" we assert thet. there was a   distinct and set idiom or idioms which we must endeavor to discover 
in order that we might understand the message of the language. Tins 
if anyone considers thet we have busied ourselves with "minutiae 
loquacissimae," he not only indicts us for our work but also indicts 
such notable scholars as Trench, Ellicott, and Lightfoot. Tinie 
considers the artiole such an important factor in the Greek idiom 
that in his discussion of the revision of the English versions, he 
Places the article second only to the tenses in the faults of the 
grammar of the translators> 
1. Je He Houlton, Prolegomena, p. 10. 
2. Perhaps Radermacher gives us one of the main ressonn fof ths 
widespread difference of Hellenistic culture. "Die Kriegzueg exan: 
ders des Groessen trugen auch hellenische Kultur bis in die fernen | 
Winkel der damals bekannten Welt. Griechisch wird Veltsprache gar 
anderem Sinne noch als heutzutage etwa Englisch, es wird die e 
der Gebildeten schlechthin, aber auch die des Kaufmaennischen Verkehr 
Nach dem Tode des grossen Eroberers zerfiel sein Reich in einzelne 
Koenigtuemer, als deren wichbigsten Aegypten, Syrien, Makedonien, Pe: 
gamon hier genannt seien. Die Herrscher dieser Staaten setzten eine 
Ehre darein, die Hauptstadt zu einem Zentrum griechischen Yesens Zu 
machen." L.Radermacher, Neutestamentliche Grammatik, S. Se i 
2. Cf. Tichtfoot. Fresh Fa 
. 
-As we enter the discussion of even the limited field of the 
idiom, the use of the Greek article, the word of the great Doctor 
J. H. Houlton assures us that our efforts will not be in vain. "For 
he says, "From a vein so rich in treasure even the poores® instrecent 
cen hardly fail to bring out nuggets of pure gold." ; 





























A Discussion of the Article of the Greek New Testament 
with Practical Application. 
I. General. 
A. Other uses of 0,4, 74: 
In addition to being used as the article 6 , ys 7e is 
also used as the demonstrative and the relative. . This forms 
the simplest demonstrative and was later weakened into the ar- 
ticle o 4v (Rey. 1,4) or increased to the relative as in 6 4v 
(Rev. 1,4). As a rule the demonstrative © in the New Teste- 
ee 
A “ 
ment is resumptive as in Hatt. 2,5 where of & refers to the 
  
Hiap? abrdv * of the preceding verse. This is the ren- 
nent of the old demonstrative use. This shows who or what is 
to be understood. This also occurs for contrast as in Acts 
14,4: of ev Gow cw ris Tovdulary, of dt suv rig directo de ‘s. 
cr; Hatt. 22,5: 13,25; Gale 4,22. This is-clearly a rem-~ 
nant of the old demonstrative use and it is confusing to r 
tion this use as oes Green, "The Article often asters without al 
noun éapreswea ste It is the demonstrative o and not the 
article used as demonstrative. 
The use of the relative & occurs in the phrase av 
(Rev. 1,4) and the parallels in Rev. 1,8; 11,17. 
B. Origin and Development: Seuach | 
Among the Indo-European languages the article is a Greek 
1. S.H. Green, Handbook to the Grammer of the Greek 








    
v7 a 
innovation. It is not found in Sansorit nor in Latin. The 
first azpearance of the article is in Homer. Its perfection was 
reached in Attic prose of which Plato is a good example. The 
authorities are agreed that in the New Testament, the usegeris 
in all essentials in harmony with Athic prose. In fact Howton 
says: "In all essentials its use is in agreement with Attic. 
It might be asserted that the N.T. is in this respect remarke- 
bly ‘correct' when compared with the papyris®. 
The Greek article has developed from the demonstrative “ind 
has the same form as the demonstrative o , Fs Te = “The de- 
velopment of the Greek article from the demonstrative is not" an 
isolated case. From the Latin demonstrative ille we have the 
Spanish "el, the French "le, and the Italian "41. In German “the 
case is perhaps even more similer. Ther German der is aa 
as demonstrative, article,and relative. Also in Engiish ene 
article’the is related to the demonstrative and relative thet:   
Robertson considers it likely that the origin of the article 
from the denonstrative oan be seen in Homer. He cites the 
views of the Homeric scholer Honro on this points "Honro 
hinks it to be the apposition of the substantive with the’ de- 
monstrative 6 . So Iliad, 4,501, FS’ ec répero Sr 
Kee re poro wepyors aly uy Xadne/m,.., In Attic the article “shows 
that a particular person is spoken of; in Homer it marks the 
turning of attention to @ person. In Homer the articieccebers 
marks contrast and not mere definiteness. But this contrast 
1. J. H. Houlton, Prolegomena, pe SO. Becy 
2. a/ess, Grammar of N.T.Gr. p. 145: "Has long since bee= 
developed out of the old demonstrative pronoun, retains omethe 
whole in the N.T. all its former usages, and amongst them té a 







or singling out of the special object is in essence the real 
}. 
article which is thus attributive." 
II. Manner of Designation. 
The article does not point out an object as far or near. ae 
is the vork of the demonstrative. The article is the pointer. Te 
is well named the definite article( 7s derérixtvy Zpapov ) because 
there is either contrast drarn in the distinction or allusion to 
What is already mentioned or assumed as well knovn. The article 
distinguishes by pointing out in one of three ways: 
A. Individualizing: 
The article draws a distinction between individuals. tone 
reason for the distinction being drawn is not given by the tr- 
ticle. As a rule, the context makes the reason for this “dis- 
tinction clear. The important matter is to view the situa- 
tion from their point of view and find the reason for the use 
of the Greek article. 
In the record of the temptation (Luke 4,9; Matt. 4,5) the 
  
translators have missed the pioture before the eye of the writer 
when they translate 75 mrepV¥yor "a pinnacle." Whatever 
the meaning of the vord "pinnacle", it is sure thet a definite 
place is meant. The word in its literal meaning denotes 
a little wing. Thus it may simply mean the edge of thé“Joor 
ior court. Perhaps it was the roof of the wing that towered 
high over the valley of the Kidron. It was to this defitite 
1. Robertson, Grammar of N.T.: in the Light of Historical 
Research, p. 755. 
2. Unless otherwise stated, the English translation/re erre 

























“EAL ves. - However, Hatt. 8,20: of Bdwwencs ..... beth Tet 
Place, not to "a pinnacle" to which the Lord was taken by the 
devil. 
There are many examples of this where the translatora have 
failed to grasp the full meaning of the Greek idiom. Hatt. 5,1 
th 7o mos is rendered "a mountain". This was not any 
mountain, but the mountain right at hand. The article indi- 
vidualizes, points out the one particuler mountain. Cr. Hatt. 
5,15; 1 Cor. 5,9 
If a person observes this use of the article, it will of-= 
ten enable him to gain the view point of the writer or speaker. 
This has eften escaped the translator and much vividness and 
2, 
picturesqueness, if not exactness in meaning, has been lost.   
Be Generic: 
The article is not always necessery to draw the distinc- 
tion between classes. Nevertheless, it is quite common to 
use the article with the different classes. =. The absence of 
the article with classes may be seen in 1 Pet. 3,18: Jia, 0 
Vir ep SA wv. 1 Cor. 1,20: e/7¢ You hror ef re   
mere vd and many passages such as Ro... 2,13; Eph. 5,22.25 
show the use of the article to point out classes. cf. Hatt. 
5,2-10. It is also TaEe common to find the singuler anette 
the article in a representative sense for the whole class. oe 
1. Davis, Dictionary of the Bible, p. 6135: "Exact 4de) ifi= 
cation is impossible. The Greek word pterugien, like”’pinnacle™ 
which is used to translate it, literally means a little wing; 
and it denotes the fin of a fish, the border of a garment, or ~ 
_ the end of the Bee eae cee xi,9; Num. xv,S8; Ex. xxviii, 
26, in the Septuazint ea: 5 
2. Robertson attributes this loose and inaccurate handling 
of the article by the King James translators (as due) to 6.4in—> 
fluence of the Vulgate. Cf. Grammar of the NT GR. in “Light | 










Matt. 16,17: 6 Evvineg pdr & TEAS vay. Cf. Luke 10,7. 
Where there is only one of a kind, the idea is not far 
from the class idea. - An excellent example of this is f     
    
otpaves par 4g (Hatt. 24,35). Also wedg , like 
proper names, is not far removed from tnis idea of class distin 
tion. Thus Had, and proper names will often use the ertiole 
where we do not need it in English. 
Ce. Qualitative: 
aunltes 
English does not use the article with abstract ideas unless 
they have been previously mentioned. But the Spanish and Ger- 
Ann 
have the article with abstract qualities. 1 Cor. 12,8: 77 y<77 
dre. 
menAsomewhet like the Greek “here. It is not necessary Cony 
“charity, “la caridad, Die Liebe, but note #/s75 , Zan 4 
Byalar 4 in verse thirteen of the same chapter. The spanish 
version of Valera renders this: "la fe, la esperanza, y la 
caridad." Here the German and English do not use the “art cle.   The qualitative is used very delicately and precisely in 
Ro.. 12,7: Waew 725 syedes, 7 Tev  Ceev Tov | 
Yopov, 7a 7b 7éhes 79 TeAos..... This of course is an ellipsis. 
Undoubtedly, ./ré aw ov vi or a similar word is to be under— 
stood with 77 . Therefore, it would be, "to vendecktnunite 
(such), to such a one (geotocumands such tribute." he arti - 
cle points out the quality in the individual to whom we must | 
pay tribute. Thought given to the articles in this passage 
will help to bring out the full import of the passage. 
1. We have thought it best to exclude a discussion of, Roe. 
16,17. The article plays an important part in the exeres of 
the passage, arid as this is at present controverted, it would 
take us too far afield thoroughly to disoctss- that passage and 









III. Significance of the Article. ? 
. It would be a simple matter if the presence of the article /sig- 
nified that a word was definite and the absence of the article“sig- 
nified that it was indefinite. However, the matter is not that 
simple. Many words are definite from the very nature of the “dase. 
The inherent nature of the rord, the context, and modifiers of ihe 
word, must tell us whether the word is definite or not. Whenever 
the Greek article occurs, the object is certainly definite. wisn it 
is not used, the object may or may not be definite. Although the 
use of the Greek article often fails to correspond with the Enghien 
idiom( # 604, o Jéedhes ), it is never ameanIngLesai Robertson 
says, "Its use leads to exactness and finesse." : 
A. Significance of the Presence of the Article with:   1. Substentives. 
a). Context: Whether the substentive is pointedioae 
as an individual, class, or quality, the context must tell us. 
The Greek idiom may demand the article where. the English trans- 
lation may have no need of it. However, in Acts 27,23 rev 
Hest oF elar, the article points out the particular God whose 
Paul is and should be preserved in English. The preservation 
of the article helps to accurately picture the situation to us. 
The men aboard that ship with Paul were heathen. These men 
were not only acquainted with the Roman gods, but the santons 
of the conquered lands. - To the minds of these men, these*#ine 
gods had an actual existence. Therefore, Paul used the eriicl 
to point out the special God whose he was. In the next verse 
1. Robertson, A Grammar of the Gr .N.T. in the Light of 






the angel again uses the article, but it is difficult to grasp 
his point of viev. It is unlikely that the angel refers to a : 
"special God." The English does not need the article. In 
Hatt. 23,2: of yernusreis wat of Gap sosTor, the two classes 
are distinguished as in English. In Ria. 4,4, "the reward" 
¢ O 016 0G ) is that particular reward which accrues to a 
person under the law. Of course it is unnecessary to say ttt 
this is a@ OXRKKEXKaNEK negetive reward. 
b). Gender: The gender of the article will be 
that of the substentive. At times the construction is accor- 
ding to sense. In Gal. 4,24 75 4 Y 7 » Paul uses the 
grammatical gender of the word rather than the natural tonivined 
Here the neuter designates that ‘A 1 is in the abstract. 
  c). Proper Names: At the bottom, the use of the ar- 
ticle with proper names is the same as with other substantives. 
This seems strange to us because the proper name itself is ¢ éup- 
posed to be definite enougii. It seems that just because the 
proper names are so obviously definite, that the article was 
frequently used where in English we cannot handle it. However, 
this must not lead us to say that the article meant nothing to 
the Greek. To the Greek the presence of the article, even 
with «x proper names, meant definiteness. In Acts 19,13: ny 
Troe ov Mad Aes iataaey we can see the reason for the use of 
the article. The yvév points out that one, particular ‘Jesus 
whom Paul preached. An interesting portion in this rennestaie 
2 Tim. 4,9=-21. There the proper names are all anarthrous. 
  
The usage of the article with names of countries, cities, 
rivers, and other geographical designations varies greatly. 
The grammearians give rules and immediately attach so many ex— 
ceptions that the rules become impracticable. ~ 
generally feminine in ad, almost always take the article. the 
probable reason is that they were originally adjectives, abree- | 
ing with +7 , land. Thus, ‘dtavda la » Judea, properly 
'the Judean land', or ‘land of the Jewai'm * 
Concerning the use of the article with Jerusalem, Robert- 
son gives the following: mJ epovor Ani does not have the 
article save when an adjective is used(Gal. 4,25f.; Rev. 2,12) 
except in one instence(Acts 5,28). Curiously JT epoven’ secs 
has the arte the oblique ceses) only in John 2,23; 5 ie. 
1¢,22; ll, 16." 
The anaphoric use of the article with names of cities may 
be seen in Acts 17,10: ¢€% (eporav and 17,13: é7 77 Asper'z. 
Also see Acts 17,15: fw, Atyyay -and 17,16: 27 ra’ Aire   
With the names of persons the Greek uses great, freedom in 
the use of the article. According to our survey, the name Ge 
Peter frequently has the article in Acts, and the name of Paul 
is found still more frequently with the article in Acts. Both 
in the Gospels and the Acts the names of the other apostles 
usually omit the article. ‘This welcomes the deduction that 
Paul and Peter were singled out by this use of the article. 
However, on the basis of material now available, no such deduc- 
1. Green, Handbook to the Grammar of the Greek Testament 
« 185. 
F 2. Robertson, A Grammer of the Gr. N.T. in the Light of 
Historical Research, p- 760. 
  
-( 7 
tions are warranted. As far as we are able at the present” to 
understand the Greek article, that would be trifling with "mi- 
nutiae." 
Substantives in apposition with proper names may or ataed 
| 
{ 
have the article. Cf. Matt. 2,1; Luke 1,5. 
A special chepter will be devoted to the usage of the ar- 
  
ticle with divine names. 
d). Anaphoric Use(Second Mention): 
A person or thing is often first menticed 
without the article. The article is then employed to make a 
subsequent reference definite. Hatt. 2,1: AA yo ) We 7 TeM, 
aesyous. Matt. 18,25: Fes olvia; ve 262 re Jerk vit. 
  2. Adjectives. (The attributive and predicative position will be discussed later.) 
a). The Resumptive Article; 
Although the use of the article and the adjective 
is perfectly normal in such an instance as Tuy Syiwr Mee rv 
(2 Pet. 3,2), the repetition of the article with the adjective 
is quite common. The rule has been advanced that the resunp- 
tive article.lends weight and emphasis. This fits well in 
‘passages such as John 1,9: 7¢ yas 7 tayAvey (John 3,16; 5,43; 
etc.), but this rule can hardly be reconciled with passapes 
as John 6,3: 2k rav mevre Upruv riav nes Sr vu. (ef. alee fo. /f,/0.). 
This resumptive article may be for the purrose of emphasis in 
a passage(Cf. Luke 18,35: 7#7 auepnr rx rete for a very 




















,ders and or: ‘both numbers. (Cf. Hark. 1,24; Gal. 6,10; etc.) 
— /3- 
an idiom used exclusively for the pvrpose of emphasis.    
  
b). The Article with the Adjective Alones 
The article appears with adjectives of all /gen- 
The ellipsis, is “imple and tisuallyseupplied from the context. 
The individual use is found in such examples as John 6,69: 
OC Lyms Tet Seed. Acts 22, mn: Tov dikes av. 
The representative(class from class) is very frequent. Hom. 
5,7: vaep 40 TOT yanked hy 715 Kes TAX awed veTr. 
1 Pet. 4,18: kal ef & dikes wud hig 6S Feri, 5 Lee] yee BYs.... 
Jase 2,6: Wwlts Se apripen'6ere Tw wrwxiy. otx of WAS eres... 
Blass calls attention to the use of the neuter singular 
with the article as the equivalent of an abstract substantive. 
He tells us that this is the most classical idiom in the lan- 
guage of the New Testament and may be paralleled from the old 
heathen 11% Peretunonl This is illustrated in Jas. 1,3: 7. 
dokitwsv .Uwwy TAs wrérews, wa rT ée vol Gerd. (cf. 1 peti 
We also have examples of the plural in the abstract sense. 
Hatt. 13,48: 79 Kady ets Baym, ry de cydon Thu. 0 
Robertson calls attention to the appeérance of the neuter 
adjective with the article in the collective panwal for persons. 
Heb. 7,7: 72 Ydarrev wd red mperraves 64 de-ye? ras. 
Acts 26,7: ¢15 iv 73 SwdeksyviAw put. 
co). The Article is not Necessary with the Ad jaaciyen 
The adjective alone may express class. Hatt 5,45 
1. Blass, Grarsmar of N.T. Greek, p. 155. 




em rev evs ndi ya hows .....dRi Aphalers “nar Edu trovs. 
anaes ‘ Z| 
d). The Article with Numerels. 
The article with numerals is much more common’ in 
Greek than in English. Robertson points out that this is a ! 
Classical idiom.“ Blass throws an interesting light on this 
Greek idiom: "With numerals the. article exvresses(as in clas- 
sical Greek) that out of a given number a certain portion is 
now brought forward." This is beautifully illustrated inthe 
pereble of the lost sheep, Luke 15,4: 7/5 Urépung “eeadquv ErePy 
Fe 6 Pathan 1h Eveve hove vee. The article brings the ninety-nine sh ep   N beGocrn 
more vividly before us. That T@ draws the contrast between 
the lerge number of sheep present and the solitary one thet is 
3. 
lost. The parallel account in Hatthew also brings this out. — 
3. Participles: 
In all essential respects the article is used with 
the participle exactly as with the adjective. Therefore, we 
shall give examples of the various usages without discussion. - 
A participle used substentively with the article is common, as 
of prem (676 vies ns (Tit. 3,8). Weaneve the neuter for 
a person in the announcement of the Savior's birth. Luke 135: 
To ¥ crvulmerev & vr: The collective neuter singular is 
found in’ Luke 19,10: 76 &we Aw Ads. Then there is the 
abstract singular, 72 a mepe gov (Phil. 3,8) and the ab- 
stract plural, T2 Ar yep ovra (Rom. 2,18). ¢ «ana dey wv 
7a 7d * (Matt. 15,4) illustrates the qualitative use. 
1. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek N.7T. in the Light
  meres n= See . =e 
of Historical Research, p- 764. Pi | 
2. Blass, Grammer oi N.7T. Greek, D- 315, 
not De 
3. The story of the lepers is also a spl 
= 
ple of this use. However, there is difficulty there in 
esteblishment of the text. cr. Luke 17,17. 
 
  
Ae hee i 
  
In the parable of the sower we find the generic usé. Natt.18,5: 
é 6re/ewy. The artiole with the participle is also com- 
mon agri Holative clause. Cf. Hatt. 5,52; Rev. 1,4; etc. 
Winer-Thayer makes a good point when he discusses the use 
of the definite participle with the indefinite pronoun. "In 
many connections a participle used substantively occurs with an 
article(which is not admissible in German) as a definite! predi- 
cate to an indefinite subject, Gal. 1,17 777% esewvw of 
Tapk 6b ovres twuers, Col. 11,8 poof 755 Bade Zora 
o ovAayrar Vue OF aS definite subject where, logically, an 
indefinite was to be expected, Rome 111,11 evs derw ¢& 6yvyioV 
(Jno. vs45), 2 Cor. xi, 4c.... But in Greek in all such cases“‘the 
ecru et 
quality is conceived of as e definite concrete, only the ‘erson, 
who is this concrete in action, remains indefinite. The   
T tpn C6OVTE 5 UVats really exist,. only as individuals they are 
not more closely dzsignated. 'If he that cometh’ (the preacher 
who will not fail to appear among you, --- person and name Gre 
of no Consequence), etc.; “he that understandeth is not! to 
be found), etc." Winer has given us a very cogent exposi- 
tion of the idiom. r 
4. Infinitives: 
. 2. 
The articular infinitive is a very common idiom. 
te . 
Robertson ‘says: ‘In the Attic and the 4c, y#/ the article is 
1. Winer-Theyer, New Testament Grammar, p.- 109. ye 
2. There is a distinction that should be dratn here. The 
English form in "-ing" may be either adjective or subst ive. 
Thus we may say, "a dying man" or "Dying is at best an un- 
Pleasant experience." In the former case the vord is offer 




used with the infinitive in any case(save vocative) and very 
much as with any abstract subsetentive. The Iliad does not 
have the article and the infinitive, but it occurs once oie 
Odyssey and iz in Pindar(Cf. Honro, Hom. Gr. p,179). 
Some examples of the various uses are: 
Nome: ro dé navies 2x Jegyidv scov ( Mart. 20,23) 
  
Gen.: Elms WX6X ToT -6w Lecdur Yrets. (Acts 27,20) 
Gen.(Abl.): 2rparetvro eas fry viva abrey. (Ly. 2219 | 
Dat.(Loc.): par év ra 6retpev atroy £ (Hath 15, 4.). 
(Instrumental ): TH ay eveciv (2 Cex.2, 2), 
ACC.2: prapartoduat re 2fovavelr (Acts 25,0) 
5. Adverbs: 
There is a prolific use of the article with adverbs. 
However, this is not an innovation of the Kkervy , not to   say of the New Testament. The use of the. article with ad- 
verbs of place, time, quality, rank, manner, etc., 18 a com . 
mon idiom in classical Greek. The article is used somerhat 
freely with adverbs as with adjectives and substantives. As 
a rule in these idioms of the erticle with adverbs, the noun 
in supplied in thought. Observe, 7x Uyw....7% «2470 (John Bes) 
"the (things) above.... the (things) below." 7o vor "the 
(thing) now" and that is the present(Hatt. 24,1). A frequent 
ellipsis is where %uesx is to be supplied. ‘“W/ «por 
(Hatt. 6,34); of Enadprov (Matt. 27,62); oY 6nfavegrov 
(Acts 20,26). There are many cases of this. ‘0 zvAwe/ov 
1. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek N.T. in the Light 
of Historical Research «165-6 
2,"Thee or7 was Eaobe a@ mere prefix, nothing to doh oe 
the article, as if for77 w~wige - for the vord is Homeric, 















"the (man who is) near, one's neighbor;" 7x bio , "the 
(things) behind," etc. There are besides the adjectival 
uses of the adverb, like 6 Yow Arvpww7es. 
6. Prepositional Phrases. 
This idiom offers no difficulty. ‘The use of the ar- - 
ticle with prepositional phrases is also a classical idiom. 
of weere Hat Aov, “those about Paul," including himself. 
Therefore, Paul and his associates. Cf. also of mo Tig 
Trehiieg (Hebe 13,24); of #x smeprra“ys (Actes 11,2), 
etc. 
7. Phrases or Sentences. 
Sometimes whole phrases or sentences are qualified 
by a neuter article. This article is especially found to 
mark the quotation before which some word as saying, proverb, 
command, may be supplied, or expressions of a question, prob- 
lem, or difficulty. Thus this as other constructions of the 
article involves ellipsis. 
Quotations arewaeein Luke 22,37: 7% ireY wets -xV¥qwey 
Edoy/s%y, “The (seying that) he was reckoned among the” trens- 
gressors." The-commands of Matt. 19,16 are very interesting 
in this respect. att. 19,18: 6 4% UDyeots Zyy 7s 
ow Youvev 6er5, oF Mogev6tts......"Jesus said, Thou shalt do 
no murder, Thou shalt not commit adultery....." 
The expressions of the latter class are as in Luke 1,62: 
ro T/ av albedo: KadeTova: ADres, "the (question) what-he 
should like to be called." This ellipsis is undoubtedly the   
 
—/6- 
} : the ‘underlying idea of the idiom. The article in reality 
belongs with a word to be supplied in thought, the designa- 
tion of which word includes the entire phrase or sentence. 
This idea makes clear the substantival idea of the indirect 




Luke 19,48: To 7s wer VOW 6IY, "The (act) 
what they might do." 
Rom. 8,26: vo yup 7/ spebevdwwete, "The 
(manner) how ve shold: pray." 
Acts 22,30: vo - a TT yep er TA, "The (deed) 
wherefore he was accused." 
Luke ‘22,4: vo 7g adr ‘sqapnd DD xed rey, 
"The (scheme) how he might betray Him to them." 
Blass says, "No apparent et nec in meaning is canted   by using or omitting the article." This is true, but if we   understand that the construction is elliptical, we can, accor- 
“ding to the context, supply in thought the word to be under-   stood. In that manner the situetion becomes more vivid for 
us because we look upon it from the view point of the Greek. 
8. The Genitive Alone. 
This is a very common idiom not alone in the Koine, 
: : Genta 
but also in ancient Greek. This is another elliptical construc-= 
tion. The article stands alone. However, the ellipsis is 
usually very’ plain, as is shorn by the gender, and number as 
1. Blass, Grammer of N.T.Gre, De 158. 
2. Robertson, Bless, et alii do not discuss this idiom 
from this angle. For a fine discussion of it, see, Green, 
Handbook to the Grammar of the Gr. N.T. -He hes some very in- . 
teresting examples listed.  
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well as the context. In Hatt. 10,2: Jo Aw tes fred Laitee fa 
vos is unmistakably implied. In John. 19,25: Max o/<. 
of red Kiw Wo, yurd is to be supplied. Thus, as usual, 
the word to be supplied is very evident from the construction 
or the context. The neuter plural is often found for the 
notion of "affairs" or "things." Jesus' famous words reger— 
ding the separation of church and state aptly illustrate this 
idiom. Luke 2,49: 72 4A<4/"6tf05.......... TH THD Voor, 
The neuter singular also has the abstract use like 2 Pet, 2,2: 
bump ykey xv rer5 ro rg) thy A oy [FA pat set eG - 
That is, "it happened to them after the (manner) of the true 
proverb." 
9. Nouns in the Predicate. 
In dealing with nouns in the predicate it must be 
borne in mind that the article is not necessury to speech,   
but invaluable as @ meens of gaining precision. The noun in 
the predicate may also have the article. However, as a rule, 
the predicate is without the article even when the subject 
uses it. This follows the ancient idiom. Cf. of J 
epee Sy pels cio, Matt. 13,89. (However, fhe 
classical rule still-holds. Whenever the subject has the er- 
ticle and the predicate does not, the subject is then definite 
and distributed, the predicate indefinite end undistributed. 
Whatever the order may be, the word with the article is the 
subject. Therefore, in 1 John 4,8: 0 «42%. Xpday Feri, 
can only mean, "God is love" and never, "Love is God." Love 
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of the article here is on purpose and essential to the true 
idea. Now, if we would have Yxy<#y , in the above 
mentioned passage, instead of &ydw-y , we would have an 
entirely different thought. The apostle would have told us 
thet God and love are identical and convertible terms, but 
this idea is ruled out by the fact that A&y<7y ‘is en- 
arthrocaed 
But the article is quite frequent with the predicate in 
the New Testament. When the article is used in the predicate, 
the article is due to a previous mention of the noun(as rell 
known) or to the fact that an essential identity with the sub- 
ject is asserted. Robertson says that the usage applies ee 
substantives, adjectives, and particinles indifferently.   1 John 3,4: Y Swap 7d forw YF vow /e 
  is a splendid example of a converse proposition. "Sin is the transgression of the law," and conversely, "trensgres— sion of the lew is sin." The article in both subject and 
predicate meke "sin" and "lawlessness" convertible and co-ex- 
tensive terms. In Mark 1,11: 60 ef vi wev Shyary rds. 
The person named is well known and has been previously men- 
tioned. ‘The passage Mark 12,7, 0% ves ferw 6 kAyeovewes , 
shovs this idiom more clearly. 
10. Distributive. s 
This is an ancient idiom of the Greek which is also 
: 1. John 1,1 is discussed in dppendizA, p.57 Passages 
where this interesting idiom may vy seen are: John 17,17;45,6; 
Rom. 7,7; etc. 3,6; 
2. Robertson, A Grammar of the Gr.N.T. in the Light of 
Historical Reseatch, p.768. 
S. This may also be explained by the fact that 





familiar to us in English. This idiom is identical vith    
   
  
our "by the yard," "by the pound," etc. Thus the use of 
the article with the distributive is easy for us to understand. 
It should be mentioned that fx 676, is not used in the 
New Testament with the article. In Luke 5,7, we have 
% et Yorees 7 WAoTa. Of course the article occurs 
Several times with the plural of aw u«a¢lreges es in 
Eph. 2,18: of dy Yo reper. 
1lL. Nominative for the Vocative: 
When the nominative is used for the vocative in ; 
caf al ~ ten 
direct address, the article is prefixed. This is an occasional 
Grezk idiom, also found in the Hebrew, and is frequent in the ~ 
New Testament. The usage is in part elliptical. The true 
vocative is in the personal pronoun which is omitted. %s, 
6 warye (Mark. 14,86), (Thou who aré)"the Father." 
The ellipsis is also retained in English. Natt. 7,25: 27o- | 
Xw eerre iecnene ON épye ¥ ocevor Ty Avenu‘ay, "depart, (ye who | 
are the) workers of iniquity." ; | 
12. The Article as the Equivalent of aipoasear ies “Pronoun. 
The article does not, indeed, mean possession. The 
nature of the cese makes it plain that the word in question 
belongs to the person aéutioned.: The article in this idiom 
is replaced in English by the pessessive pronoun. Matt .4,20: 
& Ye vres TX ARKTUA, "they left their nets." ‘The 
fe cope toO-tr tard 
examples of this usage in the New Testament are rather “numerous. 
1. Robertson, opp. olt. pe 769.
—22- 
  
13. Possessive Pronouns. 
Unless a possessive pronoun is predicate, it in- 
variably takes the article. John 17,10: TY fat dv Te 64 
éeriv Kar 7h ok z«£ "all Mine are thine, and thine are    
    
Mine." John 7,6: 0 Kateos 6 Uedreges Wtvreré.,.... 
I 
} "your opportunity." The possessive sense is, however, gener— — 
ally given by the genitive of the personal pronoun as ¢ 
TL Typ avov, of mah £5 CuUaV, Cte. 
uw.Az 705: 
The article prefixed to the pronoun gives it the 
meaning of “the same." This usage of the article is also a 
Classical usage. The tvo following examples will sufficiently 
demonstrate the idiom:   
2 Cor. 4,13: 70 LU 72. TVED Le, "the same Spirit." 
~ eit 
Rom. 8,26: x07» 70 wredec, "the Spirit itself.” 
15. Demonstratives. 




tne? vos, directly in agreement with them, take the article.   
It is immaterial to the construction whether the pronoun is 
placed first or last. Thus we may heve 6 “vw res ob Tes 
(Luke 2,25), or o@res && Kvaew res (14,30). F ot Te 
Lvtpwires or oF Tes kyvow wos never occur. This 
appositional position of ov res, Zeros should not be 
confused with the ordinary predicate position of adjectives. 
| In general, when the article is jpatenec ele oe EE and 
the demonstrative pronoun, o%7s, is areal predicate. Thus 





peels snares yg th va 
4 23- 4 ) 
  
"these are not children of God." We also have an interes- 
ting example of eos usage in that famoun question, o7@ x 
otra, tor Tyeov,, "Is not this Jesus?" Jo.6, 42. ur 
The article is wanting in the New Testament with rolo'ede 
and 7 7A1KoV Ta;. 
"Ta60V 706 eccurs once only with the article a true 
  
attributive, 6 70600705 Astra, Rev. 18,17. 
,ro1o%ro, » on the other hend usually appears with the arti- 
  
cle and in the attributive position, as in r@v vorov r wv 
Tatdiiwv, Wark 9,37, though once the predicate position is 
found, af Syvvduerns reed 7st,  Nark 6,2. Host of the 
i 
examples have no substantives." 
16.) ros , Hs (“A nas). 
“0 4 0G never occupies the attributive vosition in     
the New Testament. When it modifies an anarthrous noun, it 
| conveys an idefinite meaning. 74, does not have this in- 
| definite meaning. The force of this idiom is coe by 
| the English indefinite. Jesus says(John 7,23), "Are ye 
angry at me, because I have made a man every whit whole"( ddev 
Bvatea ov vy!9)- The plural of the same idiom is found 
in Tit. 1,11. ‘However, as a rule, the article stands een | 
| it and its noun, as Gog o Ke 6205 » "the whole vorld"(Rom. 
| 1,8). It is very likely that §)oy is used with added en- 
phasis when the noun and the article precede, as é eb o¢ 
Yo, , "the world,(verily) the whole"(HMatt. 16,26). This 




1. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek N.T. in the righ of 
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Sanhedrin's actions against Jesus. The Greek says, ro 6vyV- 
  
Edprev dAcv, “the Sanhedrin, (yea) the whole." a cenEyon 
to these fine points of the idiom brings out many” fine < Pee 
of exegesis which are otherwise missed. 
The use of 745 and the article in the New Testament, in 
general, is in harmony with the idiom of ancient Greek. The 
HSS. vary greatly between w7dég anddrd, . “A Wag 14 on 
used as a substantive in the New Testament is always with the 
article.” The attributive position occurs once, ray D7 6nV 
cane d yelRV, (1 Tim. 1,16), "all the longsuffering." 
Everywhere eke firas occupies the predicative position. 
The adjective as » in the singular, without the arti- 
cle, signifies "every"; with the article it means the whole 
of the object which it qualifies. Thus, wiv Xwereyv is 
Nevery field," waty ro ora » "the whole of the   
field." | In the story of Christ's temrtation(Luke 4,13), 
Ovvresebas Pdvre sretpromov, Mekyre signifies "every". 
The Word tells us that the devil had ended every form of 
temptation. The A.V. does.not clearly bring this to the 
fore by the translation,"all the temptation." The transla- 
tion, "every temptation," alone does justice to the Greek 
idiom. By the faulty trenslation of that idiom, ae com= 
fort is obscured for the Ghrdsct ens Even als iPS iopte us, 
did the Devii tempt Christ. 
However, in two types of idioms, #%s used with anar- 
1. Statements of this nature are based both on the con- 
clusions of the leading scholars and on individual, as far as 
this is possible, verification. 
2. as is also found in the attributive position(Acts 
7Tev Mkvrdk. yedvov. Fer—en—cceurrence—of—the—attributive 
pesi-tion—of—__—_vide-1 Tin, 1,16. 
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throus nouns may mean "all." In both types the definitemess 
of the nouns inheres in their very nature. In one case, we 
have wt; used with proper names as vicx *Tepocd juwa 
(Matt. 2,3), "all Jerusalem." In the other cese, we have 
abstract substantives used without the articles With the. 
abstract there is very little difference between "every" od 
"all." They amount to essentially the same thing. We can 
perceive very little difference in idea between 767 yrdse 
(1 Cor. 13,21). 
There is an element of freedom in the matter. Robertson 
  
(1 Cor. 1,5) and wioav ray yrdour   correctly notes, "There may be indeed occasionally the dif- 
ference betveen a specific instance like 706 wy r7 ee jay, 
2 Cor. 1,4 and a general situation like slow “A, wer. ve 
must anpeal to the context for a decision. 
Now in the use of 74s it may be pointed out engine 
idiom has not always been followed. At least, we are not al- 
Ways able (to\definitely /say that there is a set idiom used. 
This does not abrogate our contention that there vere set 
idioms in the Koine. No one will deny that the man of the 
street does not always follow the construction, peculiar to 
him, but is influenced by the purist. Language is constantly 
in a state of flux. It is only the stylist = even he must, 
consciously or unaware of it, make repeated concessions to 
the flexibility of the language - Whe constantly probes his 
language to ascertain whether his language is idiomatic. 
1. Why an anarthrous abstract substantive is exesatieiie 
equivalent to one with the article is fully discussed in the 
tppendix concerning the deity.of Christ. Cf. p.J9 ef 
2. Robertson, ‘A Grammer of the Gr. N.T. in the Light of 
Historical Research, pe 772. 
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Language is a means of expression for a living people. Thus 
no language will always fit: the rules of the frammarian. £Es-= 
pecially since the Koine was a Language, not of the purist, 
but the language of the soldier, the merchent, et alli, we 
shall find vhrases which differ from the usual idiom. This 
does not mean that there were no idioms in the Koine, but 
merely shows that at times, wilfully or due to ignorance, the 
people disregarded these idioms. Therefore, the fact that 
we can not always cast everything into a definite die, does 
not prove that there were not set idions, which were, for the 
most part, followed. 
This variance in language helps to account for the ina- 
bility to arrive at a definite and exclusive conclusion in 
regard to 7 <6 ye“ $7 (2 Tim. 3,16). The opinions of the     exegetes regarding this passage fall under tvo main heads. 
There are those exegetes who tenaciously cling to the renaee 
tical rule that the article rust be present with wats to 
designate an entirety. Then they render the phrase, "All 
Scripture," that is, "whatever is holy Scripture"("alles, 
was Schrift ist," "Omnis Scrintura") as ko Stoeckhardt, 
Chemnitz, Gerhard, Scharff, Benzel, et alii. These exegetes 
ere again divided as to what w2t6« ypayq includes. D. 
Stoeckhart limits yeeyo to the Old Testament. He says 
1. The Expositor's Gr. Testament(vol. IV, p.174) adopts 
this first view but adds: "It is possible to render 
'the ole of Scripture’, on the analogy of Hatt. 2,5, Tek6an 
Tepos Awar z 
8. Lehre u. Wehre, vol. 58,pp.29F2: "Nimmt man+con veve7es 
als Predicat, so darf man auf keinen Fall uebersetzen: !'Die 
ganze Schrift ist von Gott eingegeben,! was durchi7xe« yer 
ausgedrueckt sein wuerde. 7*¢**+/% 4% kann nach dem Sprach- 
gebrauch nur heiszen ‘jede Schrift" oder ‘Alles, was Schrizt 
ist,' wie ZB. Hatt. 5,15, water Ssnxoracvyy, ‘alle Gere ig— 
  
‘Giles, 
keit' so viel ist, wie 5 &rv° Sihare 9 v a Cob YT, 
Was recht,! und way ¥eAmwe vot 











that 7% Fe pe plum ere of v. 15 limits the 7262 
yee ik Others follow Chemnitz. He doee not limit 
Wterk very to the Old Testament but maintains that - 
it also includes those New Testament writings which were in 
existence at the time Paul wrote the passage under disoucei‘on. 
However, as we examine the opinion of the other group of 
exegetes, ve shall see thet the opinion of the former group 
seems forced and unnatural. This latter group translates: 
"All Seripture," "the entire Scripture," ("Die genzs’s neo 
"Tota Scriptura"). A weighty argument against the former 
opinion and in substantiation of the latter is that gpa 1% 
is used in this connection without the article as a "terminus 
technicus" for the Old Testament Canon and hes the force of a 
proper name. Without doubt yeayy has exclusive reference 
to the definite collection of writings usually designeted in 
the New Testament as 7 renee or af 7ee Yor. 
For the use of - yery “y to designate the Old ree a ea 
Canon cf. John 2,22; 10,35; 13,18; 19,24; 20,9; Rom. 4,3; 
10,11; Gal. 3,8.22; 4,50; Jas. 2,868.25; 4,5. To lend 
Weight to this usage, 7/< 47 also occurs twice in the New 
Testament, anarthrous, but definite(1 Pet. 2,6, tv yx 1F 
2 Pet. 1,20, yea 19S de. These references substantiate 
the use of yea 17 as a "terminus technicus." Therefore, 
on the analogy of 7264 DepgoodAvaer, (Matt. 2,35) we can 
translate wats yee 47 »"the whole of Scripture". In. 
substantiation of this latter position, we must also note a 
number of places where 7%, without the article may ueineed 




and a discussion of these various passages must be omitted. 
However, we call attention to such passages as: Col. 1,15: —    
  
Tewrl rokes 1k ous ari'6ews; Cole 1,9: év whom Coyle : 
Ve. 10: ets 72 On Y Rpechereev ; Eph. 2,21; tune We6-X ofke ang t 
In view of these facts and others into which we cannot enter, 
we maintain that the most natural and logical translation in 
keeping with the idiom of the language is, "all (the whole of) 
Scripture," and that Scripture here refers to the complete 
Old Testament Canon as it existed at the time of Patil. 
The usage of the plural of 725 mist be considered se- 
narcetely. The classification of Green is very good. "The 
plural, ney 765 , @lmost always hes the Article when the sub-   stantive is expressed; almost always omits it when the sub- 
stantive is implied. The fev; exceptions to the former are 
chiefly shen the noun is @ vakew no ,"men". The Ex- 
ceptions to the latter are where the idea is cbllective.““thus, 
Whyte is ‘all things," severally; 7k Ferra » tall 
things,' as constituting 4 whole." 
17-2 Jo x v5. 
_ The article with the neuter(wedy ) is equivelent 
to "the abundance" as in 1 Pet. 1,5, 735 wedAv ares dees. : 
ofthe ortiele, , 
Hore common, however, is tke: useAwith the plural, 7¢2Ado/ , 
wohiai, wekAcé , to which it gives the significance of 
"the many", "the universality," the entire group of the 
1. Robertson in his large grammar translates 77262 red 9%, 
"every Scripture." However, in his short grammar(ed. 19 h 
says, "Since 7r4y7 is sometimes regarded as definite rad: pr 
(g Tim. 3,16) can be ‘all Soripture' or ‘every Bort penbes Le 
2. Dr. P.E.Kretzgmann also accepts the translation, "Die 
ganze Schrift." Cf. Die Pastoralbriefe, S. 266 sq. 





particular objects of thought. Thus Luke, when he tells usfot 
the sins of the woman who anointed the feet of Jesus, says 
(Luke 7,47), 07 Luapriat a0795 «f welia, "her sins - the many," ;    
  
i. eo, the whole of them, are forgiven. The trensiators of 
the Authorized Version fail to bring out this idiom in nails 12) 
of rws of woAl o} év 6W4K, not, "So we, being many, “are 
one body in Christ," but, "we, all of us - the whole mass.— 
are one body in Christ." This also applies to the parallel 
construction in 1 Cor. 10,17, "Vie, the many - the whole mass 
of us —- are one Brera) and one body; for we are all pertekers 
of that one bread." 
18 JA Kes, “Hasevs, "E sytra , Me6os. . 
~ “. 
w/a re05 ——— and 4 4/6vs ——--do not appear in the   
Now Testament as adjectives. For the use of Zapos with 
the article as a substantive see Luke 16,24, 70 Lieov. War ove 
is found anarthrous in Mark 6,25 and Rev. 12,14. 
However, 26x reg is found attributively asin 7 
b6yd 19: Ir My (Hatt. 27,64) and as an arthrous substantive, 
O Feyaros, Reve 2,86 
Me’60¢ is also found as a substantive absolutely, as 
in Mark 3,3, 7% Aes oy , or in the various prepositional 
phrases usually without the article as'in Luke 4,50, Spe: 
welcey bray. = 
9. “A A dog, VE 1e@05. 
The adjective pronouns % 44 o¢ , nother" (numacioal- 
ly), and & réeos, "other"(properly implying some further 
1. This idiom occurs frequently in that vondenfater ction 
Paul, Rom. 5,15-19, concerning sin and grace. It is Vv impor 
tant that this idiom be recognized there and applied t s eal 
extent. We feel that the A.V. does not give full import to | 
the idion. y jssed by e
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distinction), are not found according to strict classical 
usage. “A Ade is never found in the sense of "the rest 
of", like in ancient Greek. It is used only where tro indi= 
viduals or two groups are meant as 6 Ades seoafay rf, “the 
other disciple." No writer of classical Greek would have 
said(Luke 4,43), Tats Evre'p 1G mane on, “to the remaining 
a 
cities. A writer of Attic Greek would have said, ruts YA fur 
W dheor v. 
20. Mevos. 
_The use of oves with the article and without it 
is not unusual. It is often anarthrous with proper names, 
as J ycots cuévos, (Luke 9,36). The articuler attribu- 
tive is found as.in the phrase, ye crceve V7 Sean 
(John 5,44). 
    
B. Significance of the Absence of the Article with:   The presence of the article always marks, as definite, 
a specific object of thought. However, the converse is not 
true. The ebsence of the article does not elways mark, as 
indefinite, an object of thought. The word may be definite 
or indefinite ‘when the article is absent. Many words and 
phrases are definite without the article. When the ‘article 
is absent, the context, and the history of the word or phrase 
which includes the "usus loquendi"™ of that particular author, 
must decide whether that particular word or phrase is definite 
- or indefinite. Thus the task is not an easy one. The aifri- 
Bin. 
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culty is increased many times because of the involved history 
of the words and phrases. Surely, the Koine was the lan- 
guage of the soldiers, merchants, officers of the state, etc. 
However, many words and phrases were to be given a new mea-— 
ning, a new significance in unfolding to man God's New Cove- 
nant. These words which took a nev: significance in the 
work of the Holy Writers are fev: in comparison, but they 
help to entangle a complex situation. Thus to determine 
whether a word or phrase is definite or not when the article 
is absent, we must carefully consider the context end the 
history of the word or phrase. It is impossible to lay 
down fast rules by which to determine whether an anarthrous     phrase or word is .definite. To a great extent eech indivi- 
dual case must be carefully examined. Therefore, our treat— 
ment must be confined to a fev outstanding examples. 
le Proper names. 
This is a usage of the article which scholarship has 
not solved and perhaps never will completely solve. qhe idea 
of the use of the article with proper names escapes us entire- 
ly in the vast majority of cases. ‘Ve look upon the proper 
mame as definite without the article. There have been many 
sets of rules given to interpret the use of the article with 
proper names, but immediately the scholars are forced to 
attach so many exceptions that the combination of rulés becomes 
a sieve. Moulton says, "the familiar law that ‘the artiole is 
. fseen 
used of a person already named (anaphoric use), or well known 





Cases where irregularities occur for which we have no expla- - 
nation." To us the presence or absence of the Greek arti- 
cle with proper names means little because we can not as yet 
understand the idion. Usage also depended to some extent 
upon the will of the writer. 
2. Titles of Books or Sections. 
These are closely related to proper names. It 
seems that the heading itself was considered snecific enough 
and ic found with or without the article. 
Matt. 1,1: 1Bires yerebeus In 6ovXpr6 red     Mark 1,1: Ap x ¥ 70d chayyedley Dy ot Xp re7er. 
té 
Rev. 1,1: A wo kl wre: FZ aces Xprered ct. sft, 12 W'S 7 ( 
S. Genitives. 
Although the substantive is anarthrous, it still 
may be definite, as we have seen, but not necessarily so. 
An anarthrous substantive in the genitive to be definite 
must be made thus by the "“usus" of the word and the context. 
Thus Metthew did not need the article when he said, wvAu a sev 
d Jov, (Matt. 16,18). That phrase was definite enough. 
To preserve the meaning of the original, we must use the ar-= 
ticle in English. This is also true of y~p,71 Jé veer 
(1 Cor. 15,10). The Greek, although anarthrous, is defi- 
nite, but the English to be specific must use the article. 
As a rule the Authorized Version has preserved the force of 
this idiom. However, in 1 Cor. 1,21 the translators failed 





to preserve the force of 775 Jweiks Te Ky O VY M4 Tes 
"the foolishness of preaching." - Better vould be, "the foo- 
lishness of the preaching." This was not any preaching 
- but the definite preaching of Christ Crucified. 
4. Prepositional Phrases. 
These prepositional phreses ‘were often considered . 
definite enough without the article. The most predominant 
uscge with these phrases is the anerthrous. Undoubtedly 
Houlton correctly draws the conclusion, "Without laying dorn 
a law that the noun is naturally anarthrous when attached to 
a preposition, we may certainly say that the usase is so 
predominant that no refinements of interpretation are justi- 
fiable."" Hany of these anarthrous prepositional phrases 
were evidently idions. We say, "at home," "zu Hause," 
"in bed," "et work," etc. These phrases ere very defi- 
nite for us. Obviously, these are parallel to the Koine 
phrases such es: @y oF Kw (Merk 2,1), ¢y Ryorps 
(Luke 7,32), etc. Houlton says that there is nothing in- 
definite abuut an anerthrous noun in a prepositional phrase; 
but for some reason the qualitative aspect of a noun, rather 
than the deictic is appropriate to a prepositional phrase, 
unless ve have special reason to point to it the finger of 
emphatic pantioulenteatton's This qualitative aspect is 
very evident in the phrase ka7? dytaluoJavAfnv 
and also in #« VAT 5 of Eph. 6,6. ‘Thus a para- 
1. Houlton, Prolegomena, p. 82. 







   
   
  
phrase of this verse, bringing out this idiom, would be, "Not 
according to eigilayoeerviaes as men=-pleasers, but as aecsante 
of Christ, doing the will of God such as is from the heart." | 
If this qualitative aspect of prepositional phrases is borne 
in mind, it will help us to catch the meaning of this parti- 
cular Greek idiom. 
5. Ordinal Numerals. 
The ordinal numeral was felt to be definite enough 
without the article. The Koine here follows the ancient 
idiom. This usage is illustrated in Luke 2,1, u797/7 ASG... 
Also in expressions of time the article is absent as in Hark | 
15,25, ee 7p ‘ry. Of course there are laine examples 
where the article is present with ordinal numerals, such as,   Sus rity 1pltyg Pulers (Hatt. 27,64), Cf. Luke 12,58; . —seest: 
Acts 10,40. Certainly, no stress can be laid on the presence 
or absence of the article with ordinal numerals. 
6. Nouns in the Predicate. 
This has been fully discussed on p. 19# 
7. Abstract Words. 
In English the presence and not the absence of the 
article needs explanation. Therefore, the anarthrous lists 
in Gal. 5,20 f. seen to us much more in harmony with our idiom 
than the lists with the article in Rev. 5,15; 7,12. Robertson. 












says, "No vital difference va felt between articular and 
anarthrous abstract nouns." 
&. Qualitative Force.    
  
Moulton says, "For exegesis, there are few of the 
finer points of Greek which need more constant attention than 
this omission of the article when the writer would lay stress 
on the quality or character of the object. If we give rs 
attention to this qualitative Tonos in a passage such amy 
yy vibe &v od madede: werap (Heb. 12,7), how much more 
vivid the passage is for us. The writer lays strese on the 
character which a father has. "For what son is he whon the 
father(as a father) chasteneth not." The stress on the cha- 
racter is brought out by the absence of the article. This 
qualitative force is brought out very well by the parenthesis,   "es a father." This important point is also cleerly illus- 
trated in John 1,14,79v dgev «370d, Sdfav Sc soevey evers. 
This would be, "His glory, (such) glory as of the only begot- 
ten." If we give heed to this qualitative force of anarthrous 
nouns, many passages will become more expressive for us. 
9. Honadic Nouns(Only object of kind). 
These nouns partake of the nature of proper names 
and occur articular or anarthrous. Some of these monadic 
nouns ore Kd 6.065 » ob Fx vo5 (also in pl.) 77 » Ff h125, . 
1. Robertson, A Gremmar of the Gr. N. T. in the Light! of 
Historical Research, p. 793. 
2. Houlton, Prolegomena, p. 82. Robertson also says 
that the qualitative force is best brought out with anafthrous 











ahha sen , 5 ; vig » etc. This point is best illus- 
trated by 77 and ov¢ aver (2Pet. 2,5). Both 7# and ev pare/ 
stand anarthrous, but yet they are very definite. The Eng- 
lish in this case requires the article, and the translators 
of the Authorized Version observed this idiom. This idiom 
is also brought out in Gal. 6,14, A)? o® Zucr wesc of 
dora pw rat xipo néay.To translate this into idiomatic mg- 
lish we must use the article. 
1G. Nolwos : 
‘Theolosical systens have their very roots in the   
= cal 
interpretation of this word véso; . The amount of material 
written regarding it, 1s in proportion to its importance and 
much'of this material propounds theories which are often at 
variance with one another. The usage of the article with   
Vouwe, has also been a fertile ground for theories. Light- 
foot draws the following distinction: "Behind the concrete 
representation - the Hosaic law itself - St. Paul sees an 
imperious princinle, and overvhelming presence, antaronistic 
to grace, to liberty, to spirit, and(in some respects) even 
to life =- abstract lav, which, though the Mosaic ordinances 
are its most signal and complete embodiment, nevertheless is 
not exhausted therein, but exerts its crushing power over the 
conscience in diverse manifestations. The one - the concrete 
and special - is 6 CY ee the other — the abstract and 
0 I 
universal - is vo&os ." This is a beautiful theory but it 
is not in accordance with fact. We revere highly the scholar- 
























ship of Lightfoot, but here he has missed the mark. Both 
volwes and 6 vaxes are used to designate the body of Ho-       Saic law. St. Paul says to the Romans(2,12)°O ca: dv VoL w Puarprov, A™ vied Kerty oov rst. Both Voe ws and j 
voleov in this passage certainly refer to the definite body 
of the Hosaic lev. In verse fourteen St. Paul spys, 2 / vy 
v2 Le vbuov Bpovre yer 7Y 709 veuow wor ory, oFrot 
Vowev.ay Fovres € avritjetiegsThe heathen who are not in possession 
of the law which has been revealed by God to the Jews do the 
things of the lav, and vhen they do this they have not the lew: 
but are a law unto themselves. Is not this lav, which they 
have not, the law revealed unto the Jers? In this one verse 
(14) Vouw 05 » both_articular and enerthrous, is used (orfheatee 
nate the Hosaic lav. 
Concerning the usage of VOM 0G without the article Ro- 
bertson says, "In general when ve«es is anarthrous in Paul 
it refers to the Mosaic law, as in i7tvi rave, veaw “nom. 2,17) 
Robertson aduits this rule does not hold in all cases. He 
himself lists a number of cases where it canabe held. In 
Rom. 2,14 we have 7% 70> your ev This refers to the deeds 
enjoined by the Mosaic law. Also compare the above paregraph. 
Therefore, we conclude that veo, , either articular | 
or anarthrous, is used to designate the Nosaic law. 
1. "Weehrend. man ¢y veéww dem *ronwws entsprechend, 
me tes ton ele alec te egueee cue tareee derisudent binges 
wiesen, wie denn das artikelbéss veure,; gar oft dieses 
Concretum, das mosaiche Gesetz bezeichnet." D. G. Stoeck- 
hard, Brief Pauli an die Roemer. 
2. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament 




IV. Position of the Article. 
"The position of the article.is naturally much affected by the 
colloquial character of NT language. In written style the anbi- 
guous position of ¢% 7vv Volva 7e¥ , Rome 6,4, would have been 
cleared up by prefixing 7+7 , ii the meaning was (as seems pro- 
bable) ‘by this baptism into his death.! 7 This statement of 
Houlton is very true in regard to prepositional attributes, but 
otherwise the classical usage is remarkably closely folloved. 
A. Fosition with Attributes. 
    
A “ord or phrase may be attributive without the article. 
An example of this is fp yer ya dt ev (Phil. 1,6). “Although 
pat ab ov is anarthrous it is an attributive of diyeov : 
Again in John 9,1, 7vyAsv #k yever-j¢ although anarthrous, 
is an attributive of %vwewawav » When the article Aeinesa® 
there is no doubt about its being attributive. 
1. Adjectives. 
The normal position of the attributive adjective is 
between the article and the substantive. In this type the 
adjective receives greater emohasis than the substantive( o 
hypaatd, Arve wy Matt. 12,85). However, the adjective 
often follows with its own article. In this type of neers 
butive construction the greater emphasis is placed upon the 
substantive: In some cases, when the adjective follows the 
substantive with the article reneated, the adjective becones 
. 1. J.H.Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 84. 
2. Blasz ue. Debrunner, p. 155, "Im zweiten auf dem 
Subst.(ek 74v 7Fv THY Xynvofy Luke 8,8)."
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sort of an appositional climax. Thus, 0 fecamy SKah os 
(John 10,11). This is also well illustrated in Hatt. 17,5, 
¢ vf os wou 6 yn TH 706. A very interesting example 
of this is Tit. 2,11: 7 Xberg Tet eee Siwrf pres, 
"the grace......the salvation--ringing." 
Now ordinarily the article is sufficient for any number 
of adjectives referring to the same substantive. This is 
brought out by such examples as Matt. 24,45, 4 wreros Sed Ang 
kay Yedv soz. Bless says that the force of the article is 
carried over by the Ket 3 But-if a series of adjectives 
each heve an article, the adjectives sharply cccent different 
aspects of the word modified. Thus, ya Chae Emeireg nat 
6 foyxras wtr & F Gv (Rev. 1,17). 
When an articuler adjective is used with an anarthrous 
noun, the substantive is indefinite and generel, while the 
attribute makes a perticular application. Cf. Vo wes o 
AvVVR pe VIG (Gal. 5,21). 
With the article the participle qualifies the noun. as 
a simple epithet. while without the article it implies a, 
predicate. 2 Pet. 1,18,7y/ YuV yr ‘a de eee 
would be correctly rendered, "and this voice we heard as it 
came from heaven" The A.Y. inaccurately renders this, "And 
this volce which came from heaven we heard." The presence 
of the article with the participle would here radically change 
the sense. 






The general construction in the New Testament follows 
1. The article is omitted by Nestle. 
2. Blass, Grammar of N.T.Gre, pe 160. 
|
-40- 
the ancient idiom. A common position is between the article 
and the substantive. ‘Thus ve find7> ¢¢fe rev ferev 
(1 Pet. 1, 17), % repleod wtnposuarx (1 Pet. &,20). 
Although it is not common in the New Testament, the genitive 
may come after the substantive with the article repeated as 
© Mya yy Fred C7avpeF (1 Cor. 1,18). In the lest 
mentioned construction, the article closely resembles a 
demonstrative. The most frequent nosition of the genitive 
is following the substantive without the repptition of the 
article such as 7ov Yi Gev 70v Tay day (John 20,19). Of 
course, combinations of these types also occur. It is in- 
teresting, to note the demonstrative force of such @ passege   
as, Gav 6rete ads rire anys 796 TOV Upyreg du Vv 
(Acts 26,12). The article 7%9¢ has almost a pure demon- 
stretive force. : 
If the article is absent 4%# both the substantive and 
the genitive construction, the genitive may still be attribu- 
tive and both substantives definite. : 
S- Adjuncts. 
In general the same usage applies to. adjuncts as to 
adjectives. The adjunct stands between ‘the article and the 
noun as in thet famous passage of Rom. 9,11, 7% Akar’? ék- 
Joy yy miseors. We also find the article repeated as '¥, fvrely - = 
F: ek: fuav (Rom. 7,10), or the article only present vate 
we e 1 
tl 
the adjunct os 44” 2ydey 79 Ev XpseTiW Ty eod (2 Tine 1,12 
Now we £kx also find many cases where only the noun has the 
1. For a discussion of the cbsence of the article with 






article. In such cases the edjunct may be either attribative 
or predicate. In conversation the tone of voice, the manner, q 
the inflection make clear what the relationsip is. rn eatten 
material, onl; the context can decide. Host cases of this | 
are plain in the New Testament. The need of an article wee 
a 
to designate the attributive relationship was notAreit as 
  
T0%- whevcls evra viv wmv: (1 Tim. 6,17); 7TyVv Wrerw 
Vudv év XerorD (Col. 1,4). Even more than ane aayanee 
occurs outside of the article as 74 74.3 reg at Brew ay 
Sos y av Mrera (Phil. 4,19). When more than one hitanot 
eccurs outside of the article, Bless considers the idiom as 
peculiar to the New Testament. Robertson seys that pecrinent 
examples ere cited from Herodotus V, 108, ¥ xy re hdal wep) 
TOV BapS/wv; Thucydides, II, 52, stone There is no 
doubt that the vernacular character of‘the New Testament   diction rendered this last named construction more frequent. 
To note whether the adjunct is attributive or predicate 
is sometimes importent for doctrinal reasons. For instence, 
in the statement, 427é‘Apivav Tv Suapriav bv re Cap ket” 
(Rom. &,3}. Ifép Gap kt is attributive with dycap vio 7 
there is a definite assertion of sin in the flesh of Jesus. 
However, if the phrase is predicate and to be construed vith 
Ka Térpivev » no such statement is made. The gremmarian 
is helpless to decide the issue. ‘/e must appeal-to the con- 
text and other passages for light. Nany passafes assure us 
as does St. John, "In Him is no sin"(1 John 3,5). Therefore, 
1. Vide Blass-Debrunner, pe. 155-6. 
2. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testement in 
the Light of Historical Research, p. 783.
  
  
the clear passages of Scripture definitely rule out ‘the 
blasphemous idea that there was sin in the flesh of Jesus. 
Cf. Rom. &,2; Acts 22,18; 1 Cor. 2,7; etc. 
4. Several Attributes with Ko i . 
ae Several Epi cnets Applied to the same Person or 
nge 
  
When several epithets are applied to the same 
person or thing, they are joined by kay and usually joint 
predicates of en article es,¢g ra la/wupos wad 2denvos iar 
Wrw yx os kat Tugheg ea pues (Rev. 3,17). ‘When a second 
erticle does occur, it accents sharply e different aspect ef 
the subject. This is brought out in Rev. 1,17, 0 rem ras nay é 
doxtyy wi & 7 By. Outside of s special casesas this, only 
one article is found when several epithets are applied to one   person. This idiom has been fully examined in aprendix A, 
entitled, "The Article with Special Reference to the peity ot 
Christ." 
b. Attributes Designeting Grevps Joined by kal e 
When the groupe are to be distinguished from 
~The 
“each other, the article is repeated. Merk 2,18, gf thay rat 
Two! vev ka) of Sap 16dtar, Sometimes groups which are more 
or less distinct are considered as one for the purpose in 
hand, and hence,use only one article. . This is undoubtedly 
the idea in Luke 14,é. Jesus addresses the lavyers end 
=ous 
Pharisees as one ae Thus we have, 7s», Vores kavy Aal Papi calors. 
Thus also, rag YI has Kat pel raves (Luke 15,9). The 
' 
friends and neighbors formed the entire circle of the woman's 
at =" anil
  
acquaintances which come under consideration, and therefore 
we have one article. 
Obviously, therefore, whether one or more articles are 
to be used will denend upon the noint of view of the writer. 
Thus giving attention to this use of one or more article: 
vill help us to gain the viewpoint lof the writer. A perti- 
  
cular author may group certain persons or things together 
Xx*4X which ordinarily we would not. This use is well illus— 
trated in geogrephical terns. thus tke regions Judea and 
Semerie were rerarded as the entire region throughout which 
theaChristiens were scattered: In this illustration the 
rerions sre contiguoustiIn Acts 15,2, 7yr 76 Gorwikmy kar 
Dae a’p éray, we have tuo regions treated together which a are 
not even contiguous. However, from the viewpoint of the 
writer, these two countries formed the one entire section   
through which Paul and Bernabas journeyed. 
b 
In Acts 16,6, we have 7yy Bpvgiar war Sedariar Xdpav 
(Acts 18,22, 797 /adaruhy Yopav kai Bev fay). If we follow the 
text of Nestle and omit the second THY » and regard eae 
Bev rai and JA r/k9 ~~ as adjectives with Ramsey, under 
the vinculun of the one article we have one district, "the 
Phrygo-Galatic country." This would then mean that the 
country was ethnically Phrygian and politically aaistian ae 
would be e strong point in favor of the South Galatian theory. 
le "“xyv[Kd., On. THV #ABCD 18,61, so Tisch., 
WeH., H.V., Weiss, Wendt. Par. somes ‘Phrygia et Galata re- 
giones,* and so Blass in BP: 7yv sav kar rag Paarrsicas 
Ywers (1.e., "vicos Galaelectse eet following S» 
sees in the expression sufficient to destroy the Sout atian. 
theory...But it can scarcely be said that this reading in 




However, are ve justified in drewing an absolute conclusion 
onthe basis of this idiom? In Acts 15,23, we read;_Adzv_ 
    
tyv Ay 710 Yeray Kai % vpcAv kal ki niav. Here we have a city 
and two countries grouped under the vinculum ot the artis r9V 
Now in Acts 15,41 we meet 79/7 Svs/ay kad ryr hunny. 
On the basis of this we affirm the statement of Robertson 
that no absolute corclusions can be drawn from the one article 
in Acts 16,6 as to the separateness of the terms "Phrygia" 
2. ~weals 
and "Galetic region." But the matter is not entirely whimsical. 
ec. Differences in Number and Gender. t 
If the vords combined differ in humber,usually 
each one has its orn article. This is because they generkie 
‘2, 
fall in separate classes. This is illustrated in Eph. 2,3,   795 Oa prog ha) 7av Advorwy. If the gender is different, 
1. Nestle omits the article but for the retention of it 
we notes BD po; [Aj. 
2. Robertson, Grammer of the N.T. in the Light of His- 
torical Research, p. 7&8. A. Souter has the following 
article in the Bible Dictionary of Hastings, p. 277: "It is 
important to note that St. Luke never uses the term ' giiel 
or the term 'Galetians', but only the adjective 'Gela 16,6; 
18,23). In 16,6 the rules of the Greek languege require wus to 
translate: ‘the Phrygo-Galatic region! or ‘the region which is 
both Phrygian and Galatian;' that is, ‘the region which ac- 
cording to one nomenclature is Phrygian, and according to 
another is Galatian.'! This can be none other than th ‘Bec- 
tion of the province of Galatia which was was known rygia 
Galatica, and which contained Pisidian Antioch and Iconinun, 
exactly the places we should expect St. Paul and his co ions 
to go to after Derbe and Lystra. In 18,235 the reeks may be 
translated either ‘the Galatioo-Phrygian region, ! the 
Gal&atian region and Phrygia,‘ preferably the latter, "aS it 
is difficult otherwise to account for the order in the Greek. 
‘The Galatian region, then, will cover Derbe and Lystra; 
. ‘Phrygia! will include Iconium and Pisidian Antioch. Yie con= 
clude then that, whether any other churches are comprised in 
the address of the Epistle to the Galatians or not, - a 
negative answer is probably correct, = the churches o erbe 







there is likewise usually the repetition of the article. Thus 
we have yor Dyoovy edi tTHy Xvalerrer (Acts 17, 1). 
Be Position with Predicates. 
When the substantive ie articular, but the adjective is 
enanthrous, the a jective is a predicative eadect ive. The 
result 1a) the equivalent of a relative cleuse. The point is 
quite different from that of the attributive position of the 
article. Host of the instances occur with Y yw . This is 
illustrated in the words of Jesus, £74 de byw TI Map Ttyp— 
av Meiqu (John 5,36), 1. ee, "I have the witness which is 
greeter than." An attributive adjective simrly qualifies 
the noun, without making an assertion about it, whereas the 
_ predicate adjective mekes an assertion. The predicative ed- 
jective may stand to its noun in any relation which implies 
some part of ¢/u ie - . Thus, Moeré7 Tevs AY, valeus srsieer | 










V. The Greek Equivalent of the Indefinite Article. — 
As the Latin has no article of any kind, thus the Greek 
hes no indefinite article. - It would be very simple if the 
absence of the article always meant that the nonnawas indefi- 
nite, but we have shorn that this is not the case. The anar- 
throus noun may be definite or indefinite "per se". ‘Vie can 
only ascertain whether an anarthrous word is definite by the 
neture of the word, the "usus Loquendi" of the word, and by 
1. Blass-Debrunner, pe 155: "Steht aber das Adj. anserhalc 
ohne Art., so ist es praedikativ." 
2. Goodwin & Gulick, Gr. Gram. p. 210, "Ths predi ate forc 




  -English indefinite article. Some examples where «7; is 
“4 Go” Te 
the context in which the word is found. However, the Greek 
made an approach to the modern indefinite article by the use 
of eh and 7/§ » The later writers and especially the 
writers of the New Testament show an increase in the uce of 
ely end 7/7§ as the equivalent of the modern indefinite 
article. It is nearly always true that our "certain" is 
too emphatic a translation for 77; . Sometimes it 12 Mires 
cult to give more force to r75 than the English indefinite 
article. 74 is undoubtedly: the equivalent of the Eng- ; 
lish indefinite article in Luke 10,25, ka) fev vesird 715. 
This is also the force of 7/¢ in Luke 18,2, "piers T1s FY 
ty vit Weeder. Moulton® :tells us thet the tendency was con- 
stantly for «75 to replace 7/5 , so that in modern Greek 
the process is complete, that ic, eT hes taken the place 
of rg in this indefinite meaning. Houlton also misexxx   te calls attention to the fact that this use of els - is seen in 
the papyri Thus it is not surprising to find an occasional   use of a in the New Testament as the equivalent of the 
equal to "a" are: Hatt. 8,19, ers VOImaea TE #e; 
Rev. 8,13, J/urover évag Karey, Mark 14,67, €%5 Je! 
115 av Wape6 Ty he TwV. 
1. J.H. Houlton, Prolegomena, p. 96. 
“ 2. Ibid., pe 976 





THE ARTICLE WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE DEITY OF CHRIST. 
hel CO wodleyouwev ws acdyt totw re rhs ebscpelag pverapiev™ 
bs eyavepldy tv caer. 1 Tim, 5,0." 
Paul admits in this passage that Christianity makes tremendous    
   
Claims. The most tremendous claim of Christianity is the claim o the 
incarnation. The objections to this mystery, the real deity of “ye Jesus 
Christ, have taken philosophical, historical, theological, exegetiéal, 
and grammatical form. Vie might classify the objectors to the deity 
in four groups: : ( 
1). The first group cannot comprehend the mystery of the in- 
Carnation and as a result, they refuse to admit the personal union of 
God and man in Jesus Christ. : 
2). The second group reject the historical evidence for oe 
existence of Jesus and consider the record of His life and aeatinn my the
3). The third group admit that Jesus Christ lived ‘and wenn . 
noblest of men. However, the deification they: attribute to the Y iforte: 
of Paul and John. . 
4). The fourth group accept the New Testament writings on ade- 
quate interpretations of Christ and Christianity, but this group says 
that Trinitarianism is a misrepresentation of the New Testament" Ger- 
tainly they say that Jesus was, indeed, the Son of God, but cna in 
’ the sense that all believers are, greater to be sure, but not in Gretnde 
The grammarians are not excepted from among those who reject ‘the 
deity of Christ. The trail blazers in this field found the true course 
but the great Winer lapsed from the plain path. The three genera ons 
refars Tf. 
1. Unless otherwise mentioned, all citation of the Greek text te thet 
of Nestle, 1920 edition. 
  
  
—- Fo mr =e 
following him were under his pernicious influence and were too timid 
  
to raise their voice in protest against the revered scholar Viner. 
As early as 1798 Granville Sharp in his book, "Remarks on the Uses 
of the Definitive Article in the Greek Text of the Nev Testament, con- 4 
taining many Nev: Proofs of the Divinity of Christ, from Passagex ation 
are wrongly translated in the Common English Version," clearly set 
forth the rule of syntax upon which Winer wes to stumble, not because 
he did not agree with the principle but because of prejudices This 
rule was ebly defended by Bishop Thomas Fanshaw Hiddleton in nientnese 
tise, "The “octrine of the Greek Article." It is not an easy matter | 
to lay down a universal principle of syntax in a lfiguage so rich and 
varied as Greek, but although Sharp and his early defender Hiddleton 
Were attacked, the truth of their principle has been conceded by mo- 
dern, scientific grammatical research. 
Hiddleton writes, "When tvo or more Attributes joined by a Copu- 
lative or Copulatives are assumed of the same person or thing, before 
the first Attributive the Article is inserted; before the remaining 
ones it is omitted." Middleton shows that this is not an innovation i 
of the Koine but a classical usage. As proof the Bishop adduces ex- 
amples from Plutarch, Plato, Demosthenes, and Aeschylus. ree creceeern 
he cites the following: "(Plut. Vit. Clo. Ed. Bast. 9.68): PWexios 
0 aids kal KAnpovemes Tot redum idres pre Foe ae In this” ex- 
— ated 
ample it will immedictely be seen that ‘ampeveue, is to be undetetoodl 
: 1. Granville Sharp's rule is quoted by Robertson in his work, "The 
Winister and the Greek New Testament," p.62: "He (Sharp) laid do 
"rule'(p.3) which has become famous and the occasion of sharp c ion. 
but which is still a sound and scientific principle: "Yhen th lati 
xaf connects two nouns of the same case Cviz., nouns(either su tive: 
or adjective, or participle) of personal description respecting; office, 
dignity, affinit or connection,' and attributes, rroperties quali— 
ties, good or'-i11]), if the article 6’, or’ any of its cases pregédes the 
first of the said nouns or participles and is not repeated be e the 
second noun or participle, the latter always relates to the me persor 
that is expressed or descirbed by the first noun or participles i.e., 3 
denotes a’ further description of the first named person." : 
2. Middleton: The Greek Articole, p.76-77. 
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= 
of the person signified by the preceding article. Now if the “article 
were also prefixed to Aye oro 0s, what would the syntactical re- 
lation be? We would then have two assumptive propositions and two 
subjects coupled together by Ar#/ . Then vf bg and Kanebo q 
Would be designating respectively two distinct persons. 4 
This principle is beautifully illustrated in Rev. 3,17: Ov Jév 
Xe edav fw, Kar otk at das Sri ov a ¢ Tahar Tweos het 
Edeervts rar mraxds Kar Tevylhos Ki yuaves. The citation is 
very clear. FAcervds , wrwxog ,7vy¢dbs , and pyres must be 
considered as predicates, jointly with the first predicate TAA as Ww 05 4 
depending upon the article Oo. Thus grammer, as well as the clear | 
context, demands that one person be designated. The seme syntacti- | 
cal construction is clearly demonstrated in Heb. 3,1: s272 iy aie Tov} 
tnesrodev Ka ep ACP ER Ig Ewoheyits Hav Tyecvy. The syntax / 
is clear. Andsrodev and aoxrepexX are attributes applied to 
the same Person and both depend upon the article 7OV - 
Robertson says that "when a second article does occur, it accents 
sharply a different aspect of this person or phase of the subject." 
Rev. 1,17 illustrates this point very well.’fywW cjur 6 WpD@7 os kar : 
6 fey Ares kei OG Y@vy. The question is in plece, if the Pee dl 
eke pou 
ple laid down is universel, would not one article have been Basa 
This must be answered in the affirmative, but that would have obscured 
the separete affirmations here made. Cf. Rev. 1,8; 1 Cor. 15,24. | 
ERR { 
However, this rule must not be pressed to include instances where | 
nouns are joined together,which nouns by their very nature can not re- 
fer to identical persons or things >” Hence many nouns are not subject 
to itsoperation. The nouns which are excluded, are excluded because 
1. Robertson, A Grammer of the Gr. N.T. in the Light of Histori- 
cal Research, p. 785. ! 
2. Some may think that this discussion of exceptions is irrele- 
vant. However, simply to maintain the principle and apply it to the 
* passages concerning the deity of Christ without giving due considera— 
tion to the exceptions, would not be giving a complete picture. 
| 
Sa a a  nw
~5 O- "y 7 r = 
of their very nature. These nouns must be names of sub- ‘      
  
stances con:idered as substances, proper nouns, ‘or names of . bstract 
ideas. - In the case of plurals the context must decide vhe- 
ther the rule is applicalbe. ' The exceptions to the rule will 
be such as: 
vo kp 7tprov Krol Xevorov 
rov Meveov wii Tl nwpov rss FD wd vv yv (Matt 17,1). 
yw XXL IS tro Ky lere 
Eres hkodexy Deyres int Te Venew Taw meee K. rete 
TOV Yee pete x réwy Kei Ia a Gat fw CMert. “ae 
The first class of nouns are names of substances considered 
as substances. When the name presupposes the exiztence of a class 
énd expresses some attribute, the case is different. Thus Vs os, 
é yr wep , 6 TFA TY %:, etc. are nemes which presuppose the exis- 
tence of a class and their immediate function is to mark some at- 
tribute of an individual of the class, Lr fps res . 
It is at once evidsnt why the second class of nouns, proper 
Mames, ere exceptions to the rule. it is impossible thet Peter, 
James, end John, nemes of three distinct persons, should te vrecéica- 
ted of one and the same indivicuel. Thus from the very neture of 
the desicnetions, it is eprerent that the rule coes not arciy. 
= Re 
The third cless of nouns listedies not ec=xing under the rrincirie 
ere the names of ebstract idees. Tais ciess is closei: releted to. “the 
—Fieee 
second group, proper nemese. ery Gistinct etstract ides is ae distinct 
essence, snc the nenes thet Sten for such Gistinct ideas, ears -he “oid 
£ 
or anaes sesentielly different. Therefore, it wouic te ef contredic- 
2. This terminology ang thought is thet of Locke. 2. Histor 
of Modern Fhilosonhy by Hoeffiding. 
tory to assume that any quality peimred 7°: by ¥ were at once ROIS. 
and ¢Ay/Jere , as that the same person were both Méros and Duly ge. 
— Jl a fe 
The fourth Class which form an exception to this general principle) 
of syntax are the plurals. It will be readily granted that the plurals 
forn an exception, and yet this exception, as the others, does not in- | 
validate the principle. For an individual may stand in various rela- 
tions and act in divers capacities; and consequently, if two attribu-. 
tives or two designations of characteristics are connected by a copula= 
tive, and the first is preceded. by the article, and the second has not 
the article, they must reasonably be understood to designate attninites 
of the same person. But this does not happen in the same degree with 
respect to plurals. Although one individual may act in several capa- 
cities, it is not likely that a multitude of individuals should ati aot 
in the same and several capacities. This is illustrated in Enh. 2,20: 
fn? +S de wediy tidy Amoote la fed neef~yr@W- Although ¢7ee 704 wr 
and “ecyyrS” jointly depend upon the one article 7v and are connec-   ted by the copulative sa" , they refer to two different groups of men and yet according to the grammar, per se, it would be possible fof both 
words to express attributes of the same group. Therefore, e erammanien : 
as @ grammarian must not draw the conclusion that two plurals joined 
by the copulative «+! and jointly depending upon the same article, 
designete attributes of the same group of persons — : 
However, before we investigate the applicability of this rule of 
syntax to the controverted passages of Soripture concerning the DEITY 
of Christ, we cite a number of passages where all will immediately ad-=- 
mit the rule must be applied. Rome 15,6: thy wey ner warege. 
; we 
lL Cor. 15,24: ra ve ut Key Tih Ter. Cf. also 2 Cor. 1,5; & Cor.11,51_ 
= 
1. Infinitives used as abstract ideas belong to this same categors— 
Because the same general idea underlies their usage and because they dc 
not directly concern us here, 4 discussion of them is omitted. - 
2. Cf. Hatt. 5,20: ray aye ee tay Kat Paps cu. “In this case = 






. G: oe 
Gal. 1,4; Eph. 5,20; Phil. 4,20; 1 Thess. 1,5; 5,11.13; Rev. 1,6; 




dispute that the author describes one end the same person by the two 
epithets with the one article. Likewise there is no dispute vith the — " 
parallel idiom: 2 Pet. 2,20: 70d) Kvpiov nil Gwrge os. Cf. 2 bet.8, 2. 
Furthermore, the genitive may occur with either substantive and that | 
does not materially alter the construction, and the genitive applies 
to both. This is found substentiated in 2 Pet. 1,1l:769 ryptey Wav 
AO -GuwrB eos - ‘The translators of the A.V. recognized this 
  
principle and correctly translate, "of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. 
Cf. 2 Pet. 3,18." 
Now there is a most important passage, 2 Pet. 1,1: Tow Feet 
aviv ha Gwripesg yi "7 Gat Neivee The A.V. does not heed the prin- 
ciple later laid down by Sharp and translates, "Of God and our davior 
Jesus Christ." The American Revised Version reads: "Our God and the 
Savior Jesus Christ." Note the insertion of "the" into the text.’ For 
this insertion we find no textual substantion whatever. In the trans-   lation of Goodspeed and the British Revised it is correctly rendered: 
"Of our God and Savior Jesus Christ." We ask why the confusion 
when the correct translation is so evident? Surely, this is no dif- 
ferent than the idiom, "The God and Father" or than, "Of our Lord and | 
Savior Jesus Christ. Why refuse to apply the same rule to 2 peti, 2, 
that all, Winer included, admit “to be true of 2 Pet. 1,117 There is 
no escape from the logic of the Greek article in 2 Pet. 1,1 . The 
idiom compels the translation, "Of our God and Savior Jesus Christ." 
1. Robertson, N.1T.Grammar in the Light of Hist. Research, p.785: 
"As a matter of fact such genitives occur either inside or outside of 
the regimen of the article." wa 
2. It is interesting to note that Winer here admits the prificiple 
Which he later denies in a parallel construction. Winer-Thayer, p-126, 
note 2, "For a repetition of the Article is not admissible beroré on= 
nected nouns which, for anetences ere merely predicates of one ang. the 
same person, as in Col. 5,17, 7 “fed Har Met T#/ » #2 Pet. 1,11°77 
kvpled ofudv nh cwrapes 2. Xen. 
S. 2 Pete 1,11; 2 Pet. 3,18. sal
  
     
  
“FS 5- a 
acne 
One may or may not agree with Peter's Christology, but Peter here aoe e 
the DEITY of Christ and that is what he meant to assert. 
In the consideration of a parallel example in Titus 2,13 we ee 
see that a desire to set aside the DEITY of Christ, lies at the bottom ! 
  
of this refusal to accept a common Greek idiom. Titus 2,12 reads: 
wD weyddev weed nei 6wrepg GwwX. LC The A.V. and the American 
Revised incorrectly translate: "Of the greet God and our Saviof Jesus 
Christ." Goodspeed and the translators of the British Revised cor- 
rectly render it: "Of our great God and Savior Jesus Christ." Because 
of the influence of Winer's remarks on this passage, we quote them in 
their entirety. "For reasons which lie in the doctrinal system of 
Paul, I do not regard 6w TF pas as a second predicate by the sife of 
Vis? , as if Christ were first styled in dry eh and then curp C 
The Article is omitted before ow7s~4 , because the word is made defi- 
nite by the Genitive 7 %v , and the apposition precedes the proper   mame: "Of the great God and of our Savior Jesus Christ.‘ Similar is 
2 Pet. 1,1, where there is not even a pronoun with cv7#7e°s ." Ina 
footnote he explains his stand: "In the above remarks I did not mean 
to deny that gwrpos Grud can gremmatically be regarded as Satbona| 
predicate dependent on the Article rev; only, doctrinal conviction, 
deduced from Paul's teaching, that thé? apostle could not have called 
Christ the great:God, induced me to show that there is no grammati jal 
obstacle to taking tt 6 Tans xpre7ed by itself as a second & abject! 
It is clear from these quotations that Winer's better grammatical 
knovledge was ruled out by his anti-Trinitarian prejudice. Viner in 
this place has turned aside from the path of the grammerian. Tife gram- 
marian has nothing to do "per se" with the theology of the New ae 
The grammarian must endeavor to formulate the underlying ; principles of 
1. Winer-Thayer, p. 150. Cf. Winer-Houlton, p- 162. 
—~54- . x Sarg 
language and to determine the idiom. Thus he is to determine the mes- 
    
sage itself. What implications that message involves and how that is 
to fit:the theology of the New Testament belongs to the exegete ole dog- 
matician. In a grammar we have the right to expect the rules of ian- 
  
guage and not the personal exegesis and theological system of thettnas- 
vidual. However, due to Winer's high standing, he has exerted a per-= 
nicious influence on the interpretation of 2 Pet. 1,1 and Tit. 2,13. 
Scholars who believed in the Deity of Christ were hesitant to contra- 
dict the great grammarian. But now after three generations of futile . 
conflict, calm has come, and the principle enunciated by Sharp and dbly 
defende: by Hiddleton, has emerged victorious. And Robertson says, 
"Schmiedel in his revision of Winer (p. 158) frankly admitted Winer's 





Although J. H. Moulton, the son and successor of W.F. Moulton has 
: =ee9 
not thoroughly shaken off thé pernicious influence of his predecessors   in this respect, he offers valuable testimony. Houlton says, "We can- 4 
not discuss here the problem of Tit. 2,13, for we mst, as granmarians, 
2. ' 
leave the matter open; see WH 162,156n. But we might cite, for nat 
they are vorth, the papyri.......which attest the translation ‘our 
a 
great God and Savior! as current among Greek-speaking Christians...-A 
curious echo is found in the Ptolemaic formula applied to the deified 
kingSeccee rem weyar ou Sood elep qerev Kd owrepes Lin yatveDs J cbyue6rov 5 
The phrase hereis, of course, applied to one person.......Familiarity 
with the everlasting apothesis that flaunts itself in the papyri and 
inscriptions of Ptolemaic and Imperial times, lends strong support to 
1. Robertson, The Minister and His Greek New Testament, p. 
2. Moulton says that as a grammarian he must leave the matter oper 
: in regard to Tit. 2,13. And yet, he refers the reader to the remarks c 
this passage(which remarks we have before us and they are essentially ~ 
the same as those which we have quoted from Winer-Thayer on p.53 ) in | 
Winer-HNoulton. Thus intentionally or unintentionally, he kamxmax oS- 
tensibly leaves the matter open, but yet promulgates the anti=—Trini- “ 


































    Wendland's contention that Christians, from the latter part of Men. onward, deliberately annexed for their Divine Master the phrassology ~ 
that was impiously arrogated to themselves by some of the ee aae nent 
The syntax in both these passages (2 Pet. 1,1 and Tit. 2,13) is 
crystal clear. The logic of the Greek article is inevitable. If 
we are to follow the Greek idiom, we not only may, but must translate 
"Our God and Savior Jesus Christ" (2 Pet. 1,1) and "Our great acaieen 
Savior Christ Jesus.'i7'™wOnce more a compelling proof for the perrd of 5 
Christ has arisen. 
The three remaining passages which we shall discuss are not as” 
cleer as the foregoing. Surely, in the light of the context and be- 
cause of the theology laid down in the New Testament, one person must 
of necessity be named. However, in all fairness it must be admitted 
that grammer does not demand that one person be described in thebe. pas— 
Sages now. under consideration. The question to decide granmatic&lly   is whether these instances come under the rule or fall under one of 
the exceptions to it. 
Now in Eph. 5,5:¢v 79 pacrdes' rer usred as Sess we have the 
familiar idiom of two attributives joined by rer and depending upon 
one article. Therefore, it may be argued that onee more Paul calls 
the Christ, God. The matter can not be settle/thus. We shall later 
discuss the use of Mores with the artiole. Our contention is 
that the word ¢- ords has been used in the Epistles as a proper 
name. Concerning asa nothing oan be adduced, for Sr like a 
proper name is freely used with and without the article. Middleton 
argues for the application of Sharp's rule. "If “eed , therefore, . | 
Ll. J.H.lioulton, Prolegomena, Pe 84. 
, ®e Robertson, .N.T. Gr. in the Light of Hist. Research, p. 795: — 
"@res like a proper name, is freely used with and without the article. 
ma ae is beyond comparison the most frequent in the Epistles with- 
ou e article." Cr. We ° 121 sq. also general 
IIL, B, GPs ETP ; aiso appendeX ae: Ps q & al discussion 
cad Sa |
1 -96- ee 
    
- : % couchiue= e 
be here meant otherwise than-.as a joint Predicate of 77 ,; the construc- 
tion 1s wholly destroyed; an inconvenience, which might easily and 
unquestionably would have been avoided by writing 70Y @eev iets wm the 
   
  
same manner as of faorhers kht 5 ofyeceay (Acts 26,31)" - ttt e- 
ton overlooks two factors: The first is that +0 is evidently used — 
@8 @ proper noun, especially so in the Epistles. tIn the second place, 
he says that inconvenience would have been avoided if the article were 
inserted. This may be true. But, unless it were definitely shown 
to be the contrary, two articles would designate two distinct indivi- 
duals. In the manner in which the phrase stands, grammar does not 
bring its influence to bear. The grammar is neutral and the entire 
decision must be left to the context end the system of theology Ts’ the |   
New Testament. ze 
a
 
In the same grammatical category with Eph. 5,5 are the passages: 
Jude 4: rbv juecrey dandray ni Kyprr “pa J yee Nrerov tpved seve. 
and 2 Thess.1,12: syv xopyy ret Seed away Kei nypht Ay ood Xerorer. 
As in the foregoing example, thus in both of these examples, grammar | 
can not demand that one person be meant because of the irrelevant na-   ture of the nouns concerned in the construction. For here we are 
again concerned with words which in their use developed into proper 
nouns and thus hed great freecom in the use of the article. As to 
whether Xpreros and Ares are thus used in the New Testament the 
| will be discussed later. 
| Therefore, from the examples cited, it is clear that sharp'2" fale ; 
mist be a true universal rule of syptex. The grammarians great and 
Small have fulminated against this principle to abrogate a proof for 
the DEITY of Christ. This has been of no avail. The passages, here 
" «1. Middleton, The Greek Artiole, pe 500. . Spne lal 
2. Of this passage the Expositor's Gr. N.T. says(vol 3 54) "Sor 
E. with the view of its import, have held it to be an example arp's | 
: rule. But that rule is inapplivable here by reason of the fadt*that vrs 
is independent of the article and occurs indeed without it phra& 
Pacer dele Seo (1 Cor. 6,9.-10; 15,50; Gal. 5,21)." It is interesting 
  
% . ; dau 
to note the translations of this. The A.V. reads, "Im the king: 
of Christ and of God." The translators of the Ameri Rev., Br 
@,. Rev., and Goodspeed render it, "In the kingdom of Christ and God. 






it is doubtful whether one or more persons is described, are ne ne 
ful because of the uncertainty of the principle. These passages such 
as Eph. 5,5, Jude 4, etc. are grammatically uncertain in construction 
because we cannot ascertain whether -they belong under the exception xa 
the rule which deals with proper names. Thus these very exceptions to 
the rule strengthen and establish it more firmly. Certainly, there | 
is not a haphazard use of the article in this idiom. The holy writers 
used the article in this idiom with the definite intention to add 
another proof to the DEITY of Christ. 
As there was no haphazard use of the article in the idiom of 
several attributes joined by “«" , thus also in the first verse of the 
Gospel of St. John there is a definite intention in the use of the | er- 
ticle. The use and the non-use of the article in John 1,1 leaves no 
loophole for Sabellienisn. Ors Pr ff Adyes. The use of the ar- 
ticnle with 4¢y*; makes this the subject end the word ~#% is not at- 
tributive, but predicative. The word with the article is the 2 ibject 
Whatever the order may oy If however the predicate is identical   m= with the subject or denotes something previously well known, the arti- 
cle may be used in the predicate.“ In this passage v5 is anar- 
throus and Aetpas has the article. Therefore, as John has written 
this verse, He6s and bys are not convertible or identical terms. 
The A OF OF ig not another manifestation of God as the Monarchians 
would wish it to be expresnec but a distinct personality. Before } 
the terms could be convertible the Greek would of necessity read: o | 
Gud 
Jess gy od Atyes. This would make the two person, God she Father and 
ye,
 
God the Son identical and make the WORD only a manifestation of the 
Father. If ees were articular and Ady 6s enarthrous, the re 
7% 
1. Cf. Robertson, N.1T.Gr. in the Light of Hist. Research, p. 767. 
Cf. Nunn, A Short Syntax of N.T.Grammar, p. 60. General discussion 
of this paper, III, A, 9eP. * x 5 —Loss= 
2. Cf. 1 John 3,4: Jdmnpria tervw oYkrew/ee. Sin and lawless- 
ness are identical. Cf. pe Cf. John 5,10; Acts 21,38.   
    
  
  
- 3. Robertson, The Minister and his Gr. N.T., pe 68~ 
- punctuate the sentence so as to make God in apposition with Christ, 
—58- 
mation would be that God was the WORD, but not that the WORD wes God. 
The logic of the Greek article is inevitable. St. John's statement 
Says: BEFORE THE INCARNATION THE WORD WAS GOD. 
this AO[OS, very God became flesh and drelt among us. For 
this reason Paul could say in Col. 2,9:°@y, éy ard surened wily ry 
T def p war vig Vedryres 6upertnds. This is accurately rendered 
in the A.V., "For in Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodi- 
  
ly." The same definite construction is found in Col. 1,19, may 
70 wAsfpw.e. This the A-V. renders with the indefinite tern, nel ‘ful- 
at 
ness." The Br. Rev. and the American Rev. versions correctly render 
this, "all the fulness." The indefinite English, "all fulness" 
=. 
does not do full justice to the force of the Greek idiom, wiv 74 wifpwut 
The omission of the article suppresses an important theological term. 
wiv 7s wiyfpwovs 18 “all the fulness," "all the plenitude." 
This denotes the totality of the divine powers and attributes of God 
which dwelt in Christ. Cf. John 1,16; Eph. 1,23." 
Although the article is no deoiding factor in Rom. 9,5, for the 
sake of completeness we shall quote Robertson's succinct statements 
in regard to that passage: "The punctuation is in dispute and the 
article plays no decisive part in the meaning. Westcott and Hort | 
as do the English versions. This punctuation makes Paul refer the 
word God to Christ as we find it in John 1,1 and 2 Pet. 1,1 and 
5 
Tit. 2,13." 
1. John 1,14; 1 Tim. 5,16. MW © 
2. Lightfoot, Fresh Revision of the N.T., p. 96: "And with this 
fact before us, it is a question whether we should not treat7) 7 ao 
@s a quasi-personality, and translate, ‘In Him all the Fulness wa 
Placed to dwell,‘ thus getting rid of the ellipsis which our trans-: — 
lators have supplied by the Father in italics; but, at all events, 




The Use of the Article vith Divine Names 
The Divine Names anpear to be somewhat irregular in their use 
or non-use of the article. ¥hen, however, these names are not used 
aS proper names, it is certain that an explanation may very commonly 
be found in the rules already given. Often there hes been undue en- 
phasis placed on the presence or absence of the article with Divine 
of eh 
Names. liost of the theories built up’ around thesarticle with these 
  
" Names cannot be substantiated. Therefore, until more vork has been 
done in this field, a person must be very careful in making dedaetions 
from the presence or absence of the artiole with these names. 
1.@¢ os . 
Robertson says that aE Ct like a proper name, is fr ely 
used with and without the article. Thaver calls attention to the 
fact that frequently and beyond comparison ~“é¢ o, occurs nost fre- ; 
quently in the Epistles without the ar tslacm 
Sone have advanced the tieory that Ved When enarthrous throws 
the stress on the general conception of the Divine character, i. @., 
"One who is omnipotent, all=-holy, infinite, etc. On the other hand 4 
the articular theos is said to specify the revealed Deity, the God 
of the New Testament. This theory cannot be substantiated. In v. 17 
of Romans 1, we have Sp Kai o6 wy +e «*seV. This does not de=- 
note absolute righteousness of God, but rather that righteousness 
revealed by faith in the Gospel. Inv.18 Zey% teow is the 
1. Robertson, Grammar of N.T. Greek in the Light of Historical 
Research, p. x@& 795. 
2. Winer-Thayer, Gram. of the Idiom of the N.T., p. 122. 
















=—6U- mia x So 
wrath of God revealed in the Word against the ungodly. Verse 19 
Fads, dale), $%e ttre ytvepa Gey is articular 
and surely this is not the God who giveth salvation ‘by grace in 
Christ Jesus or the God of the New Testament that is revealed to the 
heathen. Thus we see that this theory in not tenable. 
Be Kitpe eS. 
  
Ader og fa often practically a proper name in the 
New Testament. Thus like ~£e% it is often used without the arti- 
cle. This is the case particularly where Aveo; is governed by a 
preposition as fy iver (1 Cor. 7,22), when it is in the geni- 
tive case(1 Cor. 7,25), or when it precedes Z Yy Gots Keser eg 
(Rom. 1,7). . 
It must also be taken into consideration that Kderas is the 
Word adopted by the Septuagint as the Greek equivalent of DIN~ 
  
This use of the LXX undoubtedly also affected the use of Ava os 
with the article. 
The theory hes been advanced that hv0105 when anarthrous in 
the Gospel of Luke refers to God, the Trinity,and when articuler re- 
fers to the second Person of the Godhead, Christ. Although this is 
true in en overvheluing: number of cases, the theory is by no means of 
Hop 35 
universal application. In the salutation of the angel we have Cd 
and this does not in particular refer to the Lord Jesus. Again in 
the magnificat of Mary we find, Tov Avprov e This also denotes 
the Trinity. (Cf. Luke 2,15.22.) Therefore, we see that no eb- 
@olute conclusions can be drawn as to the presence or absence of the 









become a proper name. 
3. Ty 60%. i 
we 
4 
ae This .word, the Greek form of the Hebrew for "Savior", is 
en appellative. Therefore, for the most part, when used alone, espe- 
cially in the Gospels and Acts, is articular. When the name stands    
  
in apposition with ethers, es haps 05 or Xere 70¢ , the erticle 
is generally absent. Paul generally uses this Divine Name in combi- 
netion with others. 
EN arieor. 3 
Kore 70g is a verbal appellative, the Greek sqileatenee 
of the Hebrev word A wh . This appellative denotes the office 
rather then the Person of Christ in the Gospels. Therefore, except 
in those pleces vhere an appellative is definite, although anerthrous, 
we, as a rule, find4tnet Xyroy is artiouler. Thus, Matt. £,4, row 
 Xere ros -yervaya1. vould be best rendered, "Where the Christ should 
be born"(the A.V. omits the article). In the Epistles of Paul the 
usage appears entirely revanseds Thus in the Epistles anand pines | 
tes 
Lightfoot says, "To us ‘Christ’ has become e@ proper name, and as |   
such, rejects the definite article. [The case cited above(Hatt. 2,4) ( 
must have the article in English to preserve the meaning of Herod's 
question,] But in the Gospel narratives, if we except the headings 
ie, 2 
or prefaces, and the after-comnents of the evangelists themselves (eg. 
Hatt. 1,1; Hark i,1; John 4, 17), no instance of this usage can be 
found. In the body of the narratives we read only or ¢ Xero os, 
the Christ, the Messiah, whom the Jews nad long expected, and who 
1. Vide, :1iddleton, The Rostyaas of the Greek Article, p.adeer. 
Robertson, Grammer of the Greek New Testament in the Light of "ith 













might or might not be identified with the person 'Jesus', according 
to the spiritual discernment of the individual."     5. Nvevuc A prov. ' Mvetuxr eon Wredud Agev occur with and 
Without the articlé. O-<mw xP ay Wvetweed (John 7,39) illus- — 
trates the use of Wretiecr like 26 as substentially a proper 
nene. The presence or absence of tho article with re Duc < has 
also been a rich field for theories. However, we have found none 
which could be made a rule of universal application or from which 
s | 
absolute conclusions San’ be drawn. 
Therefore, in reserd to the presence or absence of the article 
with Divine Names, no dcfinite conclusions can be dravn. Houlton 
says, "Scholarshin hes not yet solved completely the problem of the 
article with proper Saneaie Divine nemes, as a rule, must also 
be put in the class of proper nanes. os 
1. Lightfoot, A Fresh Revision of the New Testament, p. 95-94. 
2. Houlton, Frolegomena, pe 83. :
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